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THE WAR IS PERMANENT
The long expected second world war is now in progress. Guesses
about its outcome spring from a11 directions. However, ignorance
and wishful thinking becloud most of the popular speculations. To
discover, then, the real meaning of this war, to form an attitude
toward it, and to discuss possible actions against it, it is necessary
first of a11to brush aside the current misconceptions about it.
In Britain, from the Conservatives lettward to the Labour Party
and the trade unions. it is claimed that th ere is no motive for the
war other than to end "Hitlerism", international "lawlessness", and
all aggressien. The French bourgeoisie as we11 as its labor movement (with the exception of Russia's foreign legion in Francethe outlawed Communist Party) blow the same bugle, and so do all
other people lined up on the side of the A11ies. Germany's attack
upon Poland is taken as thc immediate cause for the declaration of
war. Coming after the Austrian Anschluss and the occupation of
Czechoslovakia, it demonstrates, so they say, that Hitler cannot be
trusted, that there will never be peace again until this madman is
removed. This view is shared by those interested in retarding the
German imperialistic drive for the purpose of accelerating the imperialism of the other powers.
.
The anti-Nazi powers defend "democracy", "peace" and "civil1zation", as well as themselves and a number of weaker nations
against Hitler's barbarism, but the Nazis too find themselves in
a "defensive war" against Britain's attempt to limit the living opPo~tunities of the "German people". Only a strong Germany, they
POlOtout, may escape foreign exploitation and may regain its rightful place in the sun. The Anschluss was unavoidable, they decIare;
1

Czechoslovakia
had to be disarmed
to safeguard
Germany,
the
system of Versailles had to be destroyed, so that the German people
may continue to live. They turn back the moral arguments, pointing
out that England is notorious for breaking promises and agreements,
that Poland did not live up to treaties made with Germany but
actually, backed by England. attacked Germany.
They deelare Hitler's policy not only beneficial
for Germany but also a guarantee
for further world peace, a peace which is not desired hy English
interests,
The German "war-socialism"
developed long befere the actual
outbreak of hostilities
provided
the Nazi propaganda
with an additional argument, namely, that it is the "socialistic"
nature of the
German national-economy
which is feared and fought by the "capitalistic, plutocratie,
J ewish, demoeratic
nations".
Nazi propagandists
point out sarcastically
that the slogan "defense of democracy"
is
an ordinary swindle, since the democracy which is only norninal in
the capitalistic
countries is far less popular than German fascism,
which rea1ly rules in the interest of the nat ion as a whole. This
propaganda
is engaged inby
all people interested
in Germany's
imperialistic
expansion and in the prolongation
of fascist rule,
It is true that in both the fascist point and the anti-fascist
counterpoint
there are some grains of truth;
otherwise
it would
not be possible that people would accept such explanations.
However, the partial truth contained in the war propaganda
loses even
its minimum of veracity once they are connected with aU of the
arguments, not to speak of their comparison with the real facts.
The "neutrai"
countries
adhere to one or the other position
mentioned, always ready, however, to change sides. They speak of
peace as long as they are neither willing nor forced to enter the
war, though in the meantime they take part in its economie battles.
The course of the war on both fronts, military and economie, will
make the decisions for those countries.
Because at this writing the
war i. still in its initial phases, despite Poland and Finland, because
the economie war has not as yet brought to full growth the military
one, the curious performances
of countries like Italy, Spain, Turkey,
and Japan are still possible.
Russia, though participating
in the
imperialist
aggression,
even now considers itself and is considered
a "neutraI" power. AU countries seem to wait for more clues, offers,
accidents, and moves before they make a step further in the direction
of a world war worthy its ancestor.
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The neutrality
of these countries is as much a swindle as the
"defense" or the "anti-Hitlerism"
of the Allies. No country
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WAR AND CAPITALISM
Knowledge of the cause of the war is indispensable
to any instigation.
There were wars before there was capitalism.
Only the
ve
.
.
t
pitalistic
war is caused by the present socro-economic
sys em.
~ome people hold that in capitalism
~ars are i~evitable;
others
ssume the possibility of a capitalist society outlawing wars forever.
The latter looked upon the war of 1914 as the "last war", as the war
to end a1l wars. Again they proclaim this war the unavoidable
way
to eternal peace. Now, as then, they nurture a "grand illusion",
We think that though each war has its specific historical reason,
that a11 wars within the capitalist system have also a general reason
which can be found in the class- and production relations of capitalism. As boom and depression are interrelated,
war and peace interdepend upon each other. To favor capitalistic
prosper ity means to
suffer capitalistic
depressions,
to favor capitalistic
peace means to
be a war monger. The warrior and the pacifist cannot ~elp but act
alike, because both react to the same forces, beyond their control.
To explain the interconnection
between war and peace:
The
German wars from 1864 to 1871, for instance, were designed to break
down a national and international
political
framework
hindering
unfolding of Germany as a first-rate industrial and capitalist power
able to compete with other capitalist
nations.
The wars ~elped to
bring about a situation where the newly released productive
forces
demanded more than a merely European power position.
Germany
proceeded on the road to world power in direct competition
with
France and England.
It set out for a greater part in the exploitati~n
of world labor. The peaceful post-war prosperity,
based on a rapid
capital accumulation,
to a large extent had its basis in the new
3

setting created by the wars, just as the earlier difficulties in starting this expansion were one important reason for their outbreak.
As a capitalist economy cannot remain a "national" economy, of
necessity it must lead to conflicts among nations whenever the cornplications of economy, which increase with the growth of capital,
demand solutions and changes carried out internationa11y by the national unities. The national form of capitalism is one of its limitations, which, however, cannot be overcome unless the capitalist
system itself disappears.
National wars and national revolutions effect a capitalist world
production just as much as do capital export, colonization, international division of labor, and foreign trade. As a matter of fact,
wars and revolutions take place when the "peaceful" means of
strengthening and spreading capitalism become insufficient or lose
their force altogether. Though wars themselves do not create profits
but destroy capital, still the development of capital is unthinkable
without them.
For a long time until recently a11depressions could be regarded
as a "healing process" of a- sick economie body, actua11y leading to
a new prosperity enjoying a new level of productivity which the
depression itself established. Similarly, each war could be regarded
as an attempt to re-organize for peace. The question today is only
that inasmuch as the depression no longer seems to re-establish a
basis for prosperity, whether in the same way war no longer can
establish a basis for another period of capitalist peace. [1]
ECONOMIC COTRADICTIONS
It is one of the unresolvable contradictions and calamities of
capitalist profit production that the more it strives to increase its
profits, the more diff icult it becornes to produce them. Only a
steady increase in capital formation permits capitalist prosperity.
A continuons depression and stagnation allows no perspective other
than the eventual destruction of capitalist society. If it becomes
impossible in a given country to raise the profitability of capital
sufficient for the continuation of capital expansion, there then arises
the burning need to begin or increase the appropriation of additional
profits from abroad. This means an attack on the pro fit opportunities of other nations, and when the situation becomes critical, war.
[1] Though it is true tbat the miseries of depreesion are always present
in any period of prosperity, and that a time of complete peace was never a
reality, nevertheless these situations ean still be distinguished, since the degree
of misery existing. or the extension of wanare in the whole scheme of things
can be relatively determined.
,
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This dry explanation of the economie basis of capitalism [2]
and imperialism (and the basis for both is the same) does not, of
cou~se,.tel,l t~e ~~ole story, but. without it a real understanqing of
capltahsm s inability to escape internal frictions and international
wars would be impossible. The insatiable need for ever more and
more profits, the fact that capitalism is nothing but profit production, makes it necessary to explain the driving forces behind
imperialist actions in terrns of economie categories. More than that,
whatever the phenomenon th at may be brought forward to explain
imperialism, as, for instance, the ideological arguments, the desire
for security, for land and for raw materiaIs, the monopolization of
markets, capital export, strategic-military requirements, or anything
else, can be reduced finally to its simplest terms: capitalism's vital
necessity to accumulate profits.
There should no longer be any doubt th at all of capitalism's
difficulties spring from a lack of profits. On this point all capitalists and all bourgeois economists are agreed regardless of the dif.
ferent explanations they might bring forth to explain this shortage,
or whatever the methods they might suggest to do away with it.
They have employed various means and methods to increase capital's
profitability in order to continue expansion. They have raised the
productivity of labor and intensified its exploitation; they have
formed manufacturer's combine, cartels, syndicates, etc. They hav.e
set up marketing and price controls, created trust and monopolies,
~nd a11without avail. As soon as one industry seemed to be stabil~zed, another was disrupted. In the very attempt to safeguard and
mcrease the capital of one or the other capitalist group, the basis
of existence for the whole of capitalist society became only more
precariolts. Thus capitalism, seeking to surmount its barriers, succeeded only in creating higher and more impassible ones.
COLONIZATION AND IMPERIALISM
The need for imperialistic actions is nothing else than the need
for profits. As this need explains the internal development of the
~pitalist countries it also explains their foreign policy. Capital is
u [2] We do not wish to give at this point a fuller explanation of the con~mence~ of the capitalist accumulation process since we have dealt with
Mar ,qulte frequently in previcus issues of Living Marxism. We accepted
ten/ s theory of accumulation and his interpretation of the meaning of the
(Th encY of a fall~ng rate of profit in the course of the accumulation proeess.
that- ra et of profIt declines because the organic compoaition of capital grows:
tbat ~s,that p~rt of capital invested into means of production grows faster than
of I ~vested mto labor power. As profits are derived from the exploitation
intoBmr POwer only, the decline of the latter relative to the capital invested
luffi .eans of ~oduction must make it difficult, in the course of time, to gain
for clent. pr!lfl~s for the continuation of a rate of capital expansion necessary
a capltahstlc prosperity.)
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transferred from one field of production to another, alike internally
and internationally. It is sent into non-capitalistic countries, or
countries which offer more favorable conditions of production just
as it spreads over all branches of manufacture and conquers primitive agriculture in the advanced countries.
The colonizing imper ialists began by exporting capital for the
development of plantations, irrigation systems, mines, mills and
factories. In return for building highways, railroads and ports for
the imperialists, the colonies found themselves swamped with goods
from the mother countries. The exploitation of the colonies was
a two-fold one: the labor power was exploited directly in the capitalist enterprises, and indirectly through the exchange of colonial
products with those manufactured in the mother countries. The difference in the productivity of labor, due to the high organic composition of capital in the imperialist nations, and the lower organic
composition of capital in the colonies, allows the advanced countries
to exchange less labor for more, and to exploit even the poorest
populations of the world. Besides these measures, taxation and
forced labor increased the profits gained by colonization even
further.

1

1

Just the same, the desire and need for colonial exploitation is
often denied by the statement that colonies have proven to be
liabilities rather than assets to imperialist countries; but no capitalist country has as yet been ready to part with them unless forced
to do so by other nations willing to take over the "white man's
burden". The Allies did not hesitate a second about taking Germany's colonies af ter 1918; for, in reality, the possession of them
and the control of backward countries is profitable to the imperialists not only because of the exploitation of the natives, but
also because of the establishment of monopolies over vital raw materials, and because military-strategie advantages can be gained
which, in turn, may be transformed into additional profits ..
Though it may be true that colonies are expensive to the taxpayers of an imperialist country, nevertheless they have yielded
tremendous profits to those capitalist groups directly engaged in
colonial exploitation. Not with injustice is it said about England,
for example, that its rapid rise as an industrial and capitalist power
would not have taken place except for the fortunes taken from
India. Money in sufficient quantity is transformed into capital:
without the tremendous money accumulation largely aided by colonial plunder capitalism's development would have been much
slower.
6

JMPEBIALlSM AND FASCISM
The sharpening need for additional profits intensifies all imperialistic rivalries. But the changes taking place in each capitalist
country become reflected in its imperialistic attitude. The inter.
national growth of capital becomes opposed to its early imperialism.
New capitalist nations, late in entering the arena of world politics
have found and are finding themselves hampered by condition;
created at the time when they still belonged with the backward
countries. Old capitalist countries, especially England, had sub.
jugated a great part of the world and exploited it in their exclusive
interests. To ward off exploitation by the stronger countries, those
that were backward had to develop "artifieial" means to increase
their competitive strength.Hj They became more "political", more
"militaristic", more "restless", and less "democratie" from the very
outset of their development,
The more openly expressed "militaristie spirit" and the "undemocratie nature" of countries like Germany, Japan, Italy, and
Russia, is eonneeted not only with their feudalistie traditions, but
even more with their precarious positions as new capitalistie countries within the world economy, They simply cannot afford the
"democratie" spirit of Franee whieh rules over a vast eolonial empire and possesses even the means to maintain a largely satisfied
peasant population. They eannot afford the effeetive solidarity of
all classes which exists in England and which is based on an in.
st~n~tive recognition that English privilege demands sueh unity.
Lirnited in their appropriation of profits from world-exploitation
they are foreed to squeeze their own population more intensively to
aecumulate profits. "English history shows that political democracy
can function only where the tempo of social transformation is slow
and steady", observed Adolf Loewe [4]; it cannot function with
the same results and in identieal forms in the newer and belated
capitalist countries, whieh have to hasten their capitalization process. But this quickened accumulation, based on the intensive ex.
ploitation of the native wor kers, gives rise to social legislation to
co~pensate for oppression, and to prevent the killing of the goose
whleh lays the golden egg. This "social" element in the newer
~apitalist countries, halled as its humanization process, was and is
10 truth an expression of its insecurity and its bestialization.
While
the dearth of capital is thus cotnpensated by better organization,
in t·h~3].See the following article on the development of Bourgeois Economics
18 ISSue.

[4] The Price of Libert1l. London 1937, p. 88.
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which helps to develop capitalism, at the same time it undermlnes
even faster its fundament;
the blind-working
laws of the market.
The process of capital accumulation
is at the same time the concentration
and centralization
process of economie and political
power. It takes place during the whole evolution of capitalîsm and
proceeds faster during periods of stagnation and decline. At present
it is accentuated by new political movements appearing under such
terms as Bolshevism and Fascism.
It was of ten assumed that the rlcher a country, the strenger
should be its centralization
and concentration.
But rather that which
determines the degree of centralization
in a country is the rapidity
of accumulation
necessitated
by its competitive
position on the
world market,
Expressed
only in terrns of capital concentration
it
was true until the world war that the more highly developed capitalist countries were those in which the largest fortunes were concentrated,
Yet, the "richer" a country was in an economie sense,
the less urgent was its need to rule politically.
The government
was left to middle class politicians,
for they could not help but
govern in the interest of the big capitalists, and, at any rate, could
not govern against them. In America, for instance, the powerful
capitalists could ignore the government to a point where it at times
seemed to be in strict opposition to the needs of Big Business, without, however, being able to exercise more than verbal opposition.

I

I

In poorer capitalist countries, like Japan, the concentration
of
wealth was from the beginning identical with the concentration
of
political power. What was required here was not the slow "normal"
development
of capitalism
by way of general competition,
but a
forced capitalization
necessitating
from the start the most extensive
state interferences
to evereome the disadvantages
of J apa n's tardy
ent rance on the world market. In other words, the high capital concentration of wealth reached in the older capitalist countries, account
for the accentuated
concentration
of wealth and power in the more
backward countries.
The Russian slogan, "To reach and over-reach"
Western
capitalism,
is not an empty one, but dictated
by dire
necessity, the necessity to avoid exploitation
by foreign capital and
thus be hindered in her national development,
which would mean
the continuation of the misery cansed by a combination of generally
backward productive
forces with the exploitation
from abroad. To
change this primitive misery into the advanced miseries of capitalism compels the use of national-revolutionary
methods directed
against those interests
bound to the backward
conditions
of the
8

country, and the interests of foreign capital. The capitalization
of
such co~n~ries, then, when not a.ccomplished by the still undeveloped
bourgeoIsie,
must be accompltshed
against
the bourgeoisie.
The
economic wea~ne~s of the backward
countries
thus explains
the
radical central ization of all possible power in the hands of the state.
This forced centralization,
furthermore,
reveals the real inter.
national character of capitalism, which forces its weakest links to
leap violently
over and beyond the gaps in development
between
themselves and stronger nations. From this point of view the state.
capitalist tendencies developing
in both "fascist" and "democratic"
nations indicate an actual economie weakness of capitalism.
Thus, the 'aggressors"
in the present struggle have turned their
weakness into strength.
It is true that while both the fascist and the
anti-fascist
nations
are aggressors,
until recently,
however
the
"democratie nati~ns" coul~ emphasize the use of economie wea~ons,
whereas t.h~ fascist countrres to an increasing extent had to rely on
pur~l~ military ~n~s. The w~rld crisis of 1929, sharpening
the imperialist contradictions
and disturbing
in unknown proportions
the
international
economy, accentuated
the militarization
of capitalism
I.f the crisis. brought no ~ore than the uNew Deal" to a rich countr;
like the United States, it brought fascism to a poorer country like
Germany, the still poorer nations like Italy, Japan, Turkey, Russia,
and ,Pola~d .already having it. Fascism reveals an arid capital and
a still existing well-being
is the basis of anti-fascism,
When this
well-being goes, the metamorphosis
of anti-fascism
into fascism
occurs,
It is true, or rather it was true, that in the time of rapid capital
accumulation
the number of capitalists
increased together with the
growt~ of capital. But as soon as one compares this increased number with the increase of capital then it must be said that relative to
rate of growth o~ capital the number, of capit~lists
declined.
. ! were decirnated 10 booms as well as 10 depressions ; they feIl
vicnms t o t rush ifi reanon
,
'
and market control, to changes in production
and ,pr,0 d uc tiivrty, However,
'.10 per iods of capital staznation
and
CQ11dlhons of
isis th
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.
crrsis
e concentration
process of capital through dommanrt-,• ec onornicic cch annels slowed down to the point wh ere like in
G
ermany it had to be bolstered by violent political methods,
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in Germany and Italy still individual entrepreneurs, individual interests, profits and goals, and therewith individualchances for gain,
for privileges and extra profits ; yet this individualism is now
subordinated to the state-controlled total economy. Of course, formerly there were also economie aggregates and complexities, but
today the individual divers'ity of all economie subjects and undertakings is coordinated and directed into total unified activity, in so
far as this is possible at all.

which they could settle their problems within the general eompetitive struggle. But the more the concentration process of capital
became intensified, law and government became less and less the
synthesis of numerous political and economie frictions, and instead
the "needs of the whole" were served better through exclusively
serving the needs of the few. Government became solely the
instrument for suppression within the country and an instrument
for imperialistic policies.

In Germany today, the individual entrepreneur is no longer
master of his own enterprise. He can no longer decide upon investment, upon importation or quality of raw materials, conditions of
labor, type of production, rate of interest or profit. Overseas trade,
colonial activization of the forces of expansion are taken out of his
hands. He becomes an interested official in a bureaucratized, politie.
alized, economie apparatus. No longer does he factually possess or
augment capital which need reinvestment. The forced centralization, the trustified state monopoly has curbed if not abolished cornpetition. For him, there is no longer a crisis in the old sense
threatening the economy, because the armament industry which has
animated all branches of industrial life is working full blast and is
actually swamped with orders. The manufacturer is no longer
haunted by the spectre of the falling rate of profit because the state
has fixed, norrnalized and guaranteed his income. For expansion
or new investments the treasury of the state is available.

National borders, however, cannot stop the centralization pro.
cess. The trend in capitalist development towards reducing the number of exploiters simultaneously increasing their power over larger
masses of wor kers, forces the international "re-organizations" of
spheres of exploitation. The more the competition of private entrepreneurs was displaced by the political competition for bureaucratie
power positions, the sharper becarne the competition between na.
tions, but no longer only for this or that colonial possession, or for
a greater share of world trade, but for complete and exclusive con.
trol over so-called geographic·economic "Lebensrseume", In other
words, there evolved the division of the world by a few important
powers, sharing among themselves the exploitation of the many na.
tional uni ties, just as the great industrial combines control a number
of smaller enterprises. "Only for a few great powers", stat es a Nazi
Publication, [6] "remains the possibility of military independenee
and an autonomous economy. For lesser powers this holds true no
longer". And it is pointed out further that the world crisis was not
overcome by the automatism which worked in earl ier depressions,
but that each country was forced to find a solution for itself witho.ut ,~eg~rd for world economy. However, this "independent solution -tust
celebrated as the trend towards autarchy,-was in reality
the preparation for war between the decisive powers for world
d.ominance. "The concept of a power", the Nazi publication con.
!1D~es, "has been d.efined as a state capable of defending itself
galDst a constellatIOn of ot her powers. Since .there exist great
powers, small and medium states are forced to cooperate with them
or t~ maintain neutrality. The pol it.ical jpower must also be an econ~~lC power, which, then, is the real meaning of all present-day
tnllttary policy in England, France, Germany, Italy, and Japan, bec~use t~e basis for a stabilized economy exists only in countries like
t e Untted States or Soviet Russia, stretched out as they are over
whole continents. The smaller countries are unable to defend them-

This process going on, the composition of the ruling class
changes still further. The state bureaucracy replaces more completely the lawful owners of capita 1. The bureaucracy becomes a
mixture of industrial, military and political officials. However, like
the capitalists of old, the new fascist rulers are such only by virtue
of their control of the means of production. The rule over the workers and the powerless in society, which could no longer be safeguarded by economie means, is now secured by political methods. [5]
Able to develop world trade only on the basis of exploitation,
the international policy of all capitalist countries-at
all decisive
moments-could
assume the form only of warfare. Despite this
peculiar form of "international relations" the capitalists, still fighting against theremnants of feudalism, fighting between themselves
and against the workers, at first needed a political democracy in
[6] A. the best short exposition of faseism and its origin we suggest the
reading of M.ax Horkheimer's artiele "The Jews and Europa" in the Zeit·
.chrift ,'/ler Sozialforschung, Jhrg. VIII, Nr. 1f.a; Paris, 1939.
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Bch f'[t6k] L, Miksch. "Wirtschaftsgrossmaechte
a s urve. Frankfurt a. M. H. Il. 1939.

und Nebenlaender".

Die Wirt11

selves and are able to be independent only on the basis of a low
standard of living. The transformation of world trade corresponding to the military-economie necessities of today is not a general
one, but starts with the great powers and leads to a reshifting of
all nations around a few power centers."

III

I

The miserabie conditions in Russia and the depth of the crisis
in the United States, however, shows that in these countries there
also does not exist the basis for a "stabilized economy".
The
capitalist crisis is not a question of geography but a problem of
c1ass relations. As long as the exploitation of wage labor exists,
as long as the whole economy functions for the maintenance and
in the interest of the ruling classes, just so long territorial
expansions, re-shifting of nations, divisions of spheres of influence
may help one group of capitalists at the expense of others, but they
can not do away with the existing misery and the present crisis conditions. This very process illustrates the utter incapacity of capitalism ever to proceed towards a real and rational world economy. The
"automatic laws of the market" have not done away with the crisis
conditions characterizing the world of today; the hope is gone that
they ever wilt. The possibility for the recurrence of the "normal
recovery" is also gone, for capitalism there is nothing left than to
amalgamate as many states as possible into one or the other bloc
of powers and to attempt an equalization of the diverse competitive
capacities between these bloes, which is possible only by way of
war. But this very process of solving consciously and capitalistically the present crisis conditions, deepens them only further, for
those economie criteria of capitalism which manifested themselves
through crises, have been largely eliminated under recent fascistic
and other organized interferences with the economie mechanism.
This then is the "tragedy" of fascism and of all "capitalistic
planning" attempts, that the better they succeed, the more they disrupt the capitalist world order. Yet, there is no way of preventing
this destruction, for with the "waiting for normal recovery", the
depression would create miseries at present inconceivable, and cause
the destruction of millions of human beings and multitudes of
capitalists.
This situation cannot be envis ioned without its corollary of wars and revolutions that is, such a situation would bring
into existence what exists today. A capitalist peace is no solution
for capitalism; it would not be less costly than war. And the intelligent of the ruling class know this. "In all the belligerent countri es", writes the New Statesman and Nation, [7] "the return to
[7] A New Deal for Europe. 2-17-40.
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civilian life may seem so perilous and so difficult that the dread
of it may even prolong the war. Besides idle machines, demobilized
men even among the victors, if victors there be, wilt face poverty
with rifles in their hands."
TBANSFORMATION

DY WAR

It was no secret that Germany was preparing for war. lts
whole econ.omy since 1933 and even long before that was geared
to the cornmg slaught~r. To make possible the external struggles,
peace had to be established at home. The bourgeoisie of old could
no longer guarantee such peace with the traditional methods. A new
ideology was developed to secure capitalist exploitation, though it
no longer appeared capitalistic. The social phraseology became the
more "radical", the more actual life became barbaric. As the "social
polities" of the age of reform indicated only intensified exploitation, so the growth of national-"socialist"
ideology expressed only
the preparation for gigantic mass murders,
From the viewpoint of the worker's c1ass interests there are
no essential differences in the characters of the German and the
other socio-economie structures. Yet, there exist considerable differences in the economie insecurity of the diverse nations expla~ning the range of differences in the ideologies. As a capitalist
nation . Germa~y ~es~med its imperialistic
policy at the first opport.umty; capltalisticalty
there was no other way out of its diffi.
cul~les.. The Gennan working c1ass, unable and unwilling to end
~pltalIsm was therewith forced either to participate in the new
Imperialistic drive, or to remain altogether passive. And their actual
P~ssiv.ity has been an additional reason for the coming of fascism
with lts peculiar national-socialistic
phraseology.
But what holds
good for Germany, under present conditions, holds good for all of
~~e.worl~. Not to act sociaIistically means to act imperialistically.
d IS enttrely senseless, then, to maintain that the German workers
o ~ot really want to fight for fascism and its war. Nobody wants
tObflght for anything. But by missing a historical chance, or in the
a sence of at·
t f
.
t d
n oppor uni y or a social revolution, the workers of
th ay have no choice but to fight in the fascist war. In spite of
th e French and English workers declaring and even believing that
a ~y are not fighting Germany but Hitler, they too are fighting'
. n y ~ecause they have no other alternative
unper r .
..
' they also have to act
it
la Isttcally for fa il ing to act socialistically.
For this reason
I cannot b
d h
ath
e expoecte t at the workers of these countries, or any
a ~r COuntry. WIl! seriously oppose the fascizization process going
n In the world.
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Fascism is not a German invention, but the outcome of capitalist
liberalism. It is not the opposite of that which existed yesterday
but its continuation. lts roots can be traeed back to the very beginnings of capitalism, and it may be described as the most ideal form
of capitalism yet aehieved. As fascism is the product of capitalism
proper and as 'it is created by world capitalism though f irst appearing in a few countries, it must some day embrace the world unless
the capitalist system of production disappears altogether. The war
will hasten the fascization of the world, it is the medium for this
process, but even this development must be forced upon the world
and cannot be--o.n account of the existing class relations-consciously and peacefully adopted.
"To conquer the enemy", said Paul Reynaud, [8] "we must first
conquer ourselves." And two weeks later he said before the French
Senate: "Many Frenchmen are uneasy at the prospect of postwar
France. They wonder if the state will devour everything .. _ Exchange control ? Price control ? Salary control ? . .. Events have
forced them on us." It is true, events have forced fascism upon the
bourgeoisie. But once it appears, all bridges to the previous forrn
of capitalism are blown to pieces by that newly-emerging ruling
class which takes over positions of social power during the "emergency."
The eentralized dictatorships of the continent also determine
the course of English society. lts resistance to the transformation in
their direction is not to be considered since "the unconscious but
extremely effective solidarity of all classes in exploiting the colonial and pre-capitalist mark ets is drawing to its close. The struggle
for the respective share in the national product can no longer be
mitigated simply by a compromise over the sharing out of the annual
increase." [9] The state itself will have to maintain the exploitative
order and "the only compensation whieh could be offered to the
upper .classes in place of their economie privileges would be a
favored role in fillingleading
positions in the administration of
a planned order-administration instead of aquisition." [10] "It is
not too much to say", stat es the London Economist, [11] "that the
form whi.ch industrial control takes during the war will dominate
the economie development of the country af ter the war. We are in
serious danger of slipping into a feudalistic system of cartel con[8] Speech to the Chamber of Deputies 12-13-29.
[9] The Price of Liberty, p. 38.
[10] Ibid., p. 41.
[11] 12-9-1939; p. 364.
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trol which mayor may not succeed in producing a stable post-w
world but which will certainly militate against the abundant pro.
duction of cheap goods."
It ~ill not take long till the ~rench decrees for stabilized wages,
regulatlOn of payment for over time, and the abolition of the shop
steward system will echo in England. And after that th ere will
follow the elimination process of the atomized capitalistic interests
to establish the unity state-capital now ruling in the fascist countri es. In the forming of the modern nation-state, political centralization was the necessary means of overcoming feudalism, and it now becomes. the guardian of the system of wage labor against possible
rebelhon. What was once hailed victoriously by the lower classes
as their very own, now turns into a system of oppression beside
which the feudalistie form appears as a monument of liberalism.

J ust as the. individual capitalists turn fascist (with exceptions)
only at the point of bankruptcy (and some are denied even that
privilege) the capitalistic labor organizations, too, have difficulties
in adopting themselves to fascism. They can at best follow but
never initiate the new trend. That the old labor movement Iives and
dies with liberal capitalism comes to light in their helplessness
before fascism, and their inescapable necessity to help prepare the
way for it. In opposition to Daladier's dictatorial poliey, Leon
Blum, for instance, in behalf of the Freneh socialists eould no more
than declare, that his own program did not differ in its final pur~ose, b~t only in method, from that of the French bourgeoisie.
. There IS even a movement among the more progressive elements
In the C. G. T." (National Trade Union Cent re of France), reports
the Economist. [12] "to think in terms of universal military rates
of pa! supplemented by family allowances. Why should a worker
be paid more than a soldier ?"
When af ter the establishment of exchange controls, of a license
system for foreign trade, and with the beginnings of investrnent
con.trol, in the French and English governments' adjustments of
thelr economies to the needs of war had been made, the thing that was
stressed by the English experts first and most of all was the need
to .lower the English wages to the level of the French. The trade
ulnl~n representatives, it was said, "will be unable to escape the eone USlOnthat sacrifiees will have to be made by the British working
~a~s. before equality of effort with France is reached." [13] And
Tthsh experts offered a number of plans to facilitate the sacrifice.
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[12] London, 2-3.1940; p. 191
Economist, 12.16-1939.
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